
S04E04 - My Dear Beloved - (Benjamin Linus Centric)

A Dark Passageway:
At first all we can see is a dark wall, with small flickerings of 

candlelight. The camera slowly pans around and we see people 
moving along the passage although we cannot make out who. 
After a while the candlelight reveals the people to be Richard 

Alpert and the other 10 others.

Mark:
Wow, I didnt remember this place to be so dingy

Richard:
Thats becasue you have never been to this place, Mark

Mark:
Yes I have, I came when I was first brought here, when I was 14!

Richard:
No, you were told you were bought here, but really you were just 
in the abandoned church, only me, Ben and a few others have 

been here.

Mark:
Whats with all these lies you have been telling us Richard?

Unknown other woman:
Yeah, how comes we all seem to know nothing, we gave up our 

lives to be here



Richard:
Alright everybody, listen up. I'm sorry for you lot knowing virtually 

nothing, but it wasnt my choice. Ben thought.

Mark:
Yeah well Ben thought a lot. But hell, hes probably laying face 
down with a bullet in his head right now Richard, so how about 

some answers.

Richard:
You can all fire away, I'll tell ya all whatever you wanna know

Other Woman:
What is this place?

Richard:
This is what I call the temple, however it really isnt a temple, more 
of a....kind of hideaway. It is where we used to hide when dharma 

were on the island.

Mark:
and what is so special about this place, Richard ?

Richard:
Nothing really, it's just that we will never be found here, and I 

mean never.

Mark:
How can you be so sure?

Richard:
Because nobody else can see this place Mark, only us



END OF OPENING SCENE

Jacobs House:

Ben and Locke are outside the front door of Jacobs cabin.

Locke:
After you Ben

Ben:
Very well, and John, I hope you will take the blame for interrupting 

him like this.

Locke:
Whatever.

Ben lights the lantern and knocks on Jacobs front door

Ben:
Jacob I'm coming in now

Ben opens the door, and him and Locke go inside the cabin, 
again to find nothing there. Ben looks completely shocked for 

some reason.

Ben:
Oh my god

Locke:
What is it

Ben:
He's gone



The Barracks (flashback)

We can see a teenage Ben playing football with someone we do 
not know when his dad comes running out of their house 

screaming. Ben runs over to him.

Ben:
Are you OK dad

Roger:
You, you stay away from me. Get away!

Ben:
What dad, you had a bad dream that was all.

Roger:
No, he told me, all about you.

Ben:
Who told you, what,I don't understand!

By this time there is an audience watching the exchange between 
Ben and his father. Roger is clearly drunk so the majority of the 
audience sympathise with Ben, thinking this is just another of 

Roger's drunken outbursts.

Roger:
GET AWAY!

At this point Ben and Roger look at each other, both with sheer 
hatred stretched over each others faces. After a 5 second silence 
Roger raises his fist but before he can hit Ben he is tackled by a 

tall man with fair hair.



Man:
What do you think your doing Roger, trying to hit your own child 

like that. Ben was right your crazy.

Roger:
You don't understand hes gonna kill us all, every one of us

(end flashback)

The Jungle:
The larger group of others, with Cindy as their makeshift leader all 

look exhausted as they make there way further into the jungle.

Man:
Cindy, hold up. The kids are exhausted.

Cindy:
OK, we might as well stop anyway. I haven't a clue where we are 

headed. Any ideas Christopher?

A Short, but muscly man turns to face Cindy. Christopher has 
short brown hair and looks scruffy.

Christopher:
Erm, well I can only think of one.

Cindy:
Whats that?

Christopher:
Well, I dont know about everyone else, but I'm fed up with this 

place. We each have our own sob story, but none of us have ever 
done anything about it



Cindy:
Well, what should we do?

Christopher:
There is only one thing we can do. Some people have just 

entered the island, people with means of transport. We offer to tell 
them everything we know in exchange for a one way ticket back 

home.

The rest of the others look at Christopher silently agreeing with 
what he is saying.

Outside The Sonar Fence:
The survivors gather quickly around the fence, all eager to get 

inside the barracks

Jack:
Right once we get inside, everyone must get inside a house and 

lock the doors until I say it's safe to come out OK

While Jack is saying this Juliet is inputting the code to deactivate 
the fence.

Juliet:
It's safe Jack

Jack:
OK everybody follow me!

We see a scene where all the group follow Jack intot the barracks 
as Juliet reputs the code back around the sonar fence.

Jacobs Shack:



Ben is in a state of dispair and is pacing up and down the shack 
with his head in his hands.

Locke:
Whats the big deal?

Ben:
Whats the big deal? well John, Jacob has gone.

Locke:
I gathered that part, moron!

Ben:
I dont think you could possibly understand the level of threat we 

are now under.

Locke:
Nope, your right. Enlighten Me!

Ben:
This means jacob has abandoned the island, abandoned us!

Locke:
And....

Ben:
Oh for goodness sake I keep forgetting how clueless you are 

John! Jacob is the ruler of this island, it's protector. If he's gone 
we are all more vulnerable than I first imagined. Jacob is older 
now, and obviously feels that he isn't srtong enough. But he 

MUST return, and you need to help me find him John

Locke:
Erm...Nope



Ben:
Have it your way.

At this Ben grabs Lockes neck and rams his head into the corner 
of a table.

The Barracks (Flashback)

Ben is a little older now, maybe around 14/15, and he is outside 
on the swings with Annie. Ben has a big purple bruise on his left 

cheek, and his right eye is a little closed.

Annie:
Tell me again why he done this Ben ?

Ben:
because I didn't wash up Annie, how many times ?

Annie:
Sorry, I just don't think it's a good enough reason thats all

Ben flares up after annie says this and stands right in front of her

Ben;
A good reason, Is there ever a good reason to do this to 

someone. Get the hell out of my site you stupid bitch!

Annie runs off towards the houses crying, and Ben looks sorry for 
what he has just said. He stands up and begins to walk towards 
the sonar fence. When he gets there he just stands there looking 

into the trees

Ben:
Mum, please I want to be alive, I need you to be. If youre there 



Mum please come and save me.

Voice (from behind trees):
I'm not your mother, but I can be the next best thing

Ben:
What, who is this.

A Middle aged man with long hair and a grey beard steps out from 
behind a tree. It is a younger Jacob

Jacob:
Hello Benjamin, I have heard a lot about you from Claude.

Ben:
Who are you, and who is claude ?

Jacob:
Claude is not important. But I, my name is Jacob Adam 

Williamson, and I am your means of escape

The Barracks:
The survivors are led by Jack into the camp, he grabs desmond 

and runs to a house

Jack:
Right, Juliet I need you to get me all your medical supplies. Hurry 

up, he's almost gone!

Juliet:
Sure

Juliet runs out of the house, and Kate and Sun walk in



Sun:
Is there anything I can do Jack?

Jack:
Yeah you both can actually, Kate i need you to get everyone 

safely into houses. Sun, you can help Juliet get all the medical 
supplies

Bernard coughs up blood, and Rose runs through the door with 
Sawyer hot at her heels.

Rose:
Oh Bernard don't leave me please, please don't leave me

Jack:
Why did you let her in here Sawyer

Sawyer:
Erm well sorry doc, I was kinda trying, sheesh.

Jack:
Rose, I know it's hard for you right now. But you have to leave. I 

will do my best for Bernard, I promise.

Sawyer then leads Rose out of the house.

The Barracks (outside):
Outside is a frantic scramble between everyone, with Kate trying 

to sort everything out

Claire:
No, I won't go inside yet, Rose needs me.

Kate:
Please Claire, you need to go inside. You too Hurley



Hurley:
What dude?

Kate:
You need to find a house to stay in for a bit.

Hurley:
Oh sure thing, come on claire, ill see if i can cook you and the 

baby up something nice.

The Jungle:
Ben can be seen dragging Locke, who he has put into a netted 

bag. Ben is looking around

Ben:
Ahh, here we go.

Ben then pulls open the entrance to the temple, just as Richard 
did

The Barracks (flashback)

Ben is again sitting on the swings with Annie, they are both adults 
now, and Annie has got a small bump on her stomach

Annie:
This isn't bad news Ben, I wanted this.

Ben:
You wanted to die ?

Annie:



No Ben I didn't want to die. What's with you anyway, you've been 
acting very suspiciously lately.

Ben:
Follow me and I'll show you.

Annie follows Ben into his back garden, ben peels back some 
grass to reveal gas canisters, and guns.

Annie:
This is where Alans things went, you stole them? What in the 

world for?

Ben:
Come with me when I go, please

Annie:
What, go where, youre making no sense.

Ben:
I am now a hostile Annie, their leader is a great man, and has 

promised me a position of power if i do a little job for him.

Annie:
Your what now ? What have you got to do?

Ben:
Before I tell you, you must promise me that you will stay with me 

until the end, that you wont tell.

Annie:
Ok (quite evidently a lie down to the tone in her voice)

Ben:
I plan on using Alans things to kill the DHARMA initiative, and 



letting the hostiles claim the island

Annie:
You. I knew you were up to something but....I..I dont know...Ive 
gotta tell someone Ben..you are planning to kill is all. My family.

Ben:
please dont do that annie, im only telling you this seeing as you 

are dying anyway, so i wont feel as bad if i shoot you.

Annie:
Youve turned into an animal Ben

Annie then attempts to run, and ben withdraws a silenced 
handgun and shoots Annie in the back

The temple:
Ben walks up towards Richard, and his group of others, they 

looked very shocked to say the least

Richard:
Well, well, well

Ben:
Hiya again everyone. Simone, be a dear and place our good 
friend John upon the cross please, it's about time he was the 

sacrifice, don't you all think?

LOST


